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Hong Kong—The gallery’s presentation for the Art Basel Online Viewing Room, 
Perspectives, draws from the best of works by artists represented by Lévy Gorvy, including 
Kazuo Shiraga, Pierre Soulages, Pat Steir, and Tu Hongtao. Highlights include 130 x 130 
cm, 10 octobre 2019, a new canvas from Soulages’s celebrated Outrenoir series, through 
which he explores the aesthetic potential of black. Coinciding with his centennial year, the 
Musée du Louvre, Paris, recently dedicated a solo survey exhibition to Soulages. A seminal 
painting by Shiraga represents the accomplishments of this key member of the postwar 
Japanese Gutai movement. Painted by the artist with his feet while he was suspended from 
the ceiling by a rope, Untitled (1962) actively fuses matter and energy, components central 
to Gutai’s philosophy. Tu Hongtao’s Little Forest (2017–19) is a lushly colored oil painting 
that melds landscape and gestural abstraction, expressively synthesizing Western artistic 
traditions with those of classical Chinese painting and calligraphy. A solo exhibition of Tu 
Hongtao’s work starts 25 March at our Hong Kong gallery and will be followed by an 
exhibition of new works in our London space in November. 
 
About Lévy Gorvy 
Lévy Gorvy is committed to approaching every art fair booth with the same curatorial rigor 
granted to our acclaimed exhibitions, publications, and special events. The gallery is 
unique in its organization of art fair booths, consistently bringing together rare and 
extraordinary works that cohere as a united presentation both formally and conceptually, 
often according to a specific art-historical theme. Founded by Dominique Lévy and Brett 
Gorvy, the gallery cultivates a program devoted to innovation and connoisseurship in the 
fields of modern, postwar, and contemporary art. The gallery fosters continued dedication 
to the living artists and artists’ estates that it represents and produces ongoing art-
historical research and original scholarship, publishing monographs, artist books, and 
other key publications in addition to exhibition catalogues. Lévy Gorvy maintains gallery 
spaces at 909 Madison Avenue in New York, in Mayfair, London, and in Central, Hong 
Kong. Our Zürich office, Lévy Gorvy with Rumbler, offers bespoke private advisory 
services to collectors and institutions around the globe. 
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